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the king, the queen, and the royal children were often made; and some of the larger
baronial establishments imitated the appointments made at court. The major part
ofthe book treats ofindividual royal apothecaries in chronological order and at the
end ofevery chapter are valuable references and copious notes.
The author has marshalled his many facts in an interesting way and the book is
easy to read. It appears almost completely free from typographical errors and has a
good index. Like other Wellcome publications the book is attractively produced at a
very reasonable price. It can be recommended to all medical and pharmaceutical
historians.
0. E. TREASE
SwordofPestilence. The New Orleans YellowFeverEpidemic of1853, by JoHN DuFFY,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana State University Press, 1966, pp. xiv, 191, illus., $5.00.
During the last years of the eighteenth and most of the nineteenth century many
American cities, including Philadelphia, NewYork, Charleston, Baltimore, Galveston
and New Orleans, were affected by severe epidemics ofyellow fever. A considerable
number oftheir contemporary medical accounts have survived, filling several chapters
in the history ofepidemic diseases and public health. Duffy has been able to recreate
the events of that New Orleans summer of 1853, during which more than eleven
thousand peopledied ofyellowfever, byresortingtotheexclusive useofcontemporary
sources. Thereader, indeed, is offered notonlythemedical reports, butcanalsofollow
newspaper accounts of night entertainment, the quarrels of the city council on
sanitation and the arguments between opposite medical opinions while the city
discovered with horror the existence ofthe epidemic. The use ofthe quoted material
faithfully reproduces the environment and the events, but at the same time makes the
reader a prisoner ofthe slow pace ofthe crisis and the anguish ofa city decimated by
disease while a powerless medical profession compensated in charitable devotion
what it lacked in scientific knowledge. It would not be entirely correct to assume
from this book that yellow fever first appeared in New Orleans in 1793 or that the
1853 New Orleans epidemic was unique in mortality figures. The use of non-
contemporary sources would have enlarged the perspective with references to the
now classic work by Carter (1931) or Smith's Galveston epidemic of 1839 published
by Leake (1951).
F. GUERRA
Theorie von der Generation in zwei Abhandlungen erkldrt und bewiesen Theoria
Generationis, by C. F. WOLFF, reprint with an introduction by R. Herrlinger,
Hildesheim, G. Olms, 1966, pp. 148, illus., DM.66,80.
This reprint ofCaspar Friedrich Wolff's Latin dissertation of 1759, second edition
of 1774, and German work on the same subject is still eminently readable because of
its witty and acute observations on scientific method. As Professor Herrlinger's
excellent introduction remarks, Wolffgives in its pages a history ofembryology seen
through eighteenth-entury eyes. The main subject is the controversy between repre-
sentatives of evolution and those of epigenesis as an explanation of generation in
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